A/F Off
This article is a true description of an AECS technical help desk problem and
how it was solved.
Vehicle
2011 Suzuki Vitara J24B 4cyl petrol engine.
Problem presented to the Helpdesk
Image Credit: Sourced from internet.
The fault code recorded is: P0420 Cat sys eff bank1.
It seems to be running on the rich side on both sensors even on drive recordings.
I checked MAF and compared to the airmass calculator we got from you during the training.
The values seemed to be o.k.
We took some measurements on the hoist from warm up to hot.
Cat temps at 3000rpm 550 before & 350 after.
The AF sensor (S1) seemed to sit under zero to the rich side the whole time.
I can email a recording of this? I am leaning towards replacing both sensors.
Could you please have a look at these measurements & see if I am on the right track.
Note: For this garage this was the 1st time they have had a Cat/AFR fault since participating in the
EMS 1-6 (Air/Fuel Ratio Diagnostics).
Let’s look at the measurements
This customer had bought diagnostic equipment from AECS and purchased technical support to go with it.
The customer also attended the EMS 1-6 training where we deal with problems exactly like this. They
needed our back up more for reassurance as all the answers were right in front of him.
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The Launch scantool was with this case the best first look tool as we teach in the EMS 1-6. The Launch
scanner samples fast enough to see enough detail to often come to conclusions already. Let’s look at this
case and its diagnostic process, you might enjoy this.
The data recording screen shots are only small windows of insight into the full recordings that were made.

Launch AUSCAN live data recording zoomed in on the A/F sensor current (A) and engine speed (B).

The A/F sensor (Air Fuel ratio) current (A) is a very important line of data, significantly in this recording we
see that the current stay’s stable at around zero mAmp, throughout the rev range. The current is the
current supplied or taken by the ECU’s internal opamp, in response to the direction and intensity of the
oxygen pressure (O2P) in the Zirconia Dioxide sensor (A/F sensor).
This may sound like a mouthful, but believe me the EMS 1-6 makes that ‘too easy’ to understand and to
use in diagnostics! You learn through logic even to predict current and voltages displayed on your scanner
under varying conditions.
The stable current from the opamp indicates to me that the oxygen levels in the exhaust (most will say the
mixture) is kept well under control by the ECU. The current spikes to high during deceleration (in Engine
Speed pattern B) indicating to me that the sensor is working well, just in case we had an open loop fault
situation.
Why do we look at the front sensor?
The fault code indicates that the Cat system efficiency on bank one is below threshold, that indicates a
fault downstream of the A/F sensor, so why look up stream?
We have dealt with many cases where A/F sensors and normal 1V sensors are coated by oil deposits or
other contaminants (often as a result of injector cleaner added to fuel). The coated sensor reacts slower
than what it should to oxygen fluctuations coming from the combustion chamber, causing mixture over
and undershoot.
The mixture undershoot makes the emissions too lean for too long putting out the fire in the Cat. The rear
O2 sensor will respond to the oxygen exiting the Cat. The overshoot will make the mixture too rich for too
long extinguishing the fire in the Cat once again. The large mixture swings are causing the rear O2 sensor
(S2) to start cycling, triggering a Cat efficiency fault code, while there is no fault with the Cat.

In this case the A/F sensor is fine based on the scantool recording made with the correct skills.
What to look for next?
In the same 335 data shot recording we look at a number of other live data lines to combine thoughts.
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The UV dye solenoid housing and
valve also showing evidence
of Stop-Leak.

Launch AUSCAN recording zoomed in on the Long fuel trim.

The long fuel (C) trim had to be considered as it is a big indicator for engine and fuelling trouble.
The values we saw in the recording were absolutely fine, no big bias towards lean or rich.
The changing value indicates switching from one fuelling mode to another. In each fuelling mode a
different value for the LFT is learned, we spend a lot of time on what these different LFT values tell you in
the EMS 1-6 training, with a number of different samples.
The next live data value to consider had to be the rear O2 sensor (D), to see if the Cat was actually doing
anything.

The same Launch AUSCAN recording, zoomed in on the rear O2 sensor (S2 or post cat sensor).

What would you expect?
So what is the recording telling us? The rear O2 sensor should react to the oxygen passing through the
Cat. If the mixture is controlled around Lambda1 by the A/F sensor and ECU than the amount of oxygen
entering the Cat should be only just enough to react with the fuel (CO and HC’s) coming from the engine.
There should hardly be any oxygen left to touch the rear O2 sensor, resulting in a high voltage (around
0.7V). Most importantly there should be no real fluctuations.
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To make sure we don’t have a sensor earth problem causing the fluctuations the diagnostician performed
a quick check with the scope.

ATS Scope recording of the rear O2 sensor signal and earth, to make sure.

The scope recording pretty much verified what the scanner told us, a fluctuating Rear O2 sensor with a
reasonable good earth.
The Cat (oxygen storage catalytic converter) should store the oxygen and fuel coming from the
combustion chamber in such amounts it keeps the fire going in the cat. The fire will cause a complete
combustions and uses virtually all oxygen. Fluctuations in the O2 sensor signal indicate a quantity
problem (too much fuel and/or too much oxygen for the Cat to handle) or a reduced volume of active
material in the Cat.
Conclusion
The A/F sensor (S1) indicates that there is not a quantity problem, so it must be a Cat volume problem, and
not a sensor problem! When a Cat is partially molten or physically broken its effective volume has been
reduced. Replacing the Cat without replacing the sensors was the advice from the AECS help desk.
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The customer had the decency and kindness to post a recording of the same car after the Cat was
replaced.

Launch AUSCAN 769 data shot recording, after Cat replacement.

Solved!
In this recording it is very clear to see that during cruise from frame 130 till frame 200 the A/F sensor (S2)
current is nice and steady at close to zero mAmp. During that time is the voltage at the rear O2 sensor (S2)
also nice and flat at roughly 0.7Volt. That is just what we wanted to see!
How easy was that! Should we just have trusted the fault code and rip the Cat out and chuck a new one in
just to see? Nah I would rather know for sure if it is going to fix the problem before I’d order new parts!
Can you see the value in decent training (EMS 1-6), fast and responsive tooling (Launch and ATS scope)
and back up (AECS)?
We at AECS with the seven of us are here to help you to be a better workshop. We see that as our job!
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Did you know….?
AECS has a new video series comparing scantools that are on the market and putting them up against
the Launch AUSCAN. We are releasing a new episode every Monday on Facebook, you can see these
on Youtube as well. Check the first two episodes here: Episode 1 // Episode 2.

Mazda is launching in 2019 the first HCCI engine, it is in fact an SPCCI engine. HCCI stand for
Homogenous Charge Compression Ignition. It is a petrol engine in which the mixture ignites as a
result of compression, just like Diesel. Mazda has added a Sparkplug for cold start and to ignite a ball
of rich mixture in the super lean lambda 2 homogenous mix. the compression ratio is 15/1. Petrol
Injection pressure is up to 500 bar.

Image Credit: Sourced from internet.

We have become aware that certain vehicle diagnostic tool manufacturers on the market have been
gathering information for their tools from major vehicle brands servers (i.e. GM and Ford) so that they
can re-flash vehicles. This has been contested in several courts as the information is not for
distribution by other channels than the manufacturer.
The new Launch AUSCAN is prepared for Pass through (re-flashing), but Launch understandably does
not make the files available. AECS is putting training together to teach you how to get to the official
websites to which you have to purchase access. These sites contain the latest and legal updated files.
We have made several instructions already and are gathering more till we have enough for them to be
released.
There are no official and free files available through any aftermarket scantool supplier, please don’t
be silly!
There are plenty home made files on the internet for similar cars to what you are repairing and some
files are very well done. You want the correct factory file, not a similar file!
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We at AECS through our help desk have had to deal with many diagnostic cases where the home made
files and re-flashing in general caused very expensive problems to diagnose.
Below are links to some of the information and associated court cases.
Summary of an on going GM copyright claim: http://bit.ly/2neWJBH
General Motors Vs. AUTEL: http://bit.ly/2zAbvVk
Ford Vs. AUTEL: http://bit.ly/2zORCO
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